DIX MFTZ 52xx / 54xx / 57xx / 59xx

„Take the lead with quality.“

- premium DINSE quality for your torch set
- effective dual circuit water cooling system
- high productivity
- robust construction
- consistent TCP

Dinse - welding without compromise.
Perfect welding

With the latest generation of comfortable torch heads you can benefit from all advantages that DINSE products offer – and thus achieve a perfect weld result. The modular design allows extreme flexibility in all applications.

Easy retooling

For your existing welding equipment we deliver matching torch heads of highest technical perfection and material. The change can be done quickly. Just connect it to the host bundle and start welding - the TCP stays the same.

Enormous productivity

The dual circuit water cooling consequently draws large amounts of heat away allowing the torch set to be used at high welding currents and a long duty cycle - which assures an economic benefit.

Modular and durable

In terms of manufacturing quality and the few replaceable components of the torch head, a long and efficient usage is guaranteed. The various components can be individually replaced.